the two best compliments i’ve received recently, paraphrased:
1. “your work is really like a screensaver.”
2. “it’s really nice watching you use the internet. you’re so
efficient.”

Poem
“aliceblue”, “antiquewhite”, “aqua”, “aquamarine”, “azure”,
“beige”,
“bisque”,
“black”,
“blanchedalmond”,
“blue”,
“blueviolet”, “brown”, “burlywood”, “cadetblue”, “chartreuse”,
“chocolate”, “coral”, “cornflowerblue”, “cornsilk”, “crimson”,
“cyan”, “darkblue”, “darkcyan”, “darkgoldenrod”, “darkgray”,
“darkgreen”, “darkkhaki”, “darkmagenta”, “darkolivegreen”,
“darkorange”,
“darkorchid”,
“darkred”,
“darksalmon”,
“darkseagreen”,
“darkslateblue”,
“darkslategray”,
“darkturquoise”, “darkviolet”, “deeppink”, “deepskyblue”,
“dimgray”,
“dodgerblue”,
“firebrick”,
“floralwhite”,
“forestgreen”, “fuchsia”, “gainsboro”, “ghostwhite”, “gold”,
“goldenrod”, “gray”, “green”, “greenyellow”, “honeydew”,
“hotpink”, “indianred”, “indigo”, “ivory”, “khaki”, “lavender”,
“lavenderblush”, “lawngreen”, “lemonchiffon”, “lightblue”,
“lightcoral”, “lightcyan”, “lightgoldenrodyellow”, “lightgreen”,
“lightgrey”,
“lightpink”,
“lightsalmon”,
“lightseagreen”,
“lightskyblue”, “lightslategray”, “lightsteelblue”, “lightyellow”,
“lime”,
“limegreen”,
“linen”,
“magenta”,
“maroon”,
“mediumaquamarine”,
“mediumblue”,
“mediumorchid”,
“mediumpurple”, “mediumseagreen”, “mediumslateblue”,
“mediumspringgreen”, “mediumturquoise”, “mediumvioletred”,
“midnightblue”,
“mintcream”,
“mistyrose”,
“moccasin”,
“navajowhite”,
“navy”,
“oldlace”,
“olive”,
“olivedrab”,
“orange”,
“orangered”,
“orchid”,
“palegoldenrod”,
“palegreen”, “paleturquoise”, “palevioletred”, “papayawhip”,
“peachpuff”, “peru”, “pink”, “plum”, “powderblue”, “purple”,
“red”, “rosybrown”, “royalblue”, “saddlebrown”, “salmon”,
“sandybrown”, “seagreen”, “seashell”, “sienna”, “silver”,
“skyblue”, “slateblue”, “slategray”, “snow”, “springgreen”,
“steelblue”, “tan”, “teal”, “thistle”, “tomato”, “turquoise”, “violet”,
“wheat”, “white”, “whitesmoke”, “yellow”, “yellowgreen”

That was a summer he’d never forget—the summer he accidentally
solved the Lament Configuration by playing Bejeweled.

“it is chill”

loqutor (9 hours ago)
In my opinion, the most touching thing she said was to Data: “My friend
Data, you see things with the wonder of a child, and that makes you more
human than any of us.” Man, this part made me cry, especially because I see
myself as Data.
themomo99 (4 days ago)
did any one know that elvish is a real language and i can speak alittle, sorry
to get off subject... great! made me cry... twice
SharonoiV9 (9 hours ago)
Hi GuyZ i just got into my new dorm room i am a FreShmAn in CoLLegE.
I am pretty lonely here, i don’t know any guys yet and i have needs. I made
a video of myself shaking my butt and boobs in my dorm room if u feel like
checking it out its in my youtube profile. Anyways HoLLa at me if U wannA
hook uP someTimE and ChiLL
Love Ya
p.s. tell me if you think my body is good i know my face isnt too great
revolutionskate10 (1 month ago)
im 13 and im really scared about all this nukes and 2012 and ww3
can someone please tell me if you think i will live a long and full and happy
life.
i live in the uk by the way
ImUrChola (3 weeks ago)
ok? um r u a southsider? im just askin i dont got nuthin 2 do w/ gangz no
more. i stop. i hang w/ southsiderz n northsiderz. so wat r u?
XxXcutekittyXxX121 (1 month ago)
my cat knows what love is, she loves me and has never scrathed or bit me
and has never ran away she is 4 now in human years and loves me like i love
her. And maby that lino just got confused, i dont know how i got on this and
why i watched this but im still going to prove my point.

X7122 (14 hours ago)
It’s OK for guys to like Enya. Guys can like beautiful things too you know.
Life is too short to worry about what others think, listen to your heart not
them.
LampLightBridge (18 hours ago)
I just LOVE GOD!!! I am not tryin to convert anyone, i know better than
that to try to push GOD DOWN THROATS!!!YOU ALL HAVE TO MAKE
THAT DECISION BEFORE IT’S TOO LATE JUST LIKE I DID AFTER I
WAS RAPED AT THE AGE OF 11,SO U CALM DOWN AND LEAVE ME
THE FUCK ALONE CREEP!!!
val1988 (1 week ago)
hey im ten and im a girl and i like this song a whole lot and im mexican
american and this song is the bomb homes
xoxNessie2Nessxox (1 week ago)
if he was gay he wudent be dancing with that lady. what way do you know
him in please tell me.

List of people I’ll never meet:
Jhon Balance
Frank O’Hara
John Cage
Felix Gonzales-Torres
Robert Rauschenberg

Wait, all I can remember is the end
Where Sabrina conjures a giant flan
In the school cafeteria
To appease everyone
You know that one?
Is it the one where, like,
Sabrina is trying to help her friends
Using magic
And she just learned how to improvise spells
Basically you just rhyme
But you have to be really specific
Or you end up creating a blizzard inside the school
Or whatever
I think that’s what episode it is.
Anyway,
I think about that one a lot

“It appears that certain aphasiacs, when shown various differently colored skeins of wool on a table top, are consistently unable to arrange them into any coherent pattern; as though that
simple rectangle were unable to serve in their case as a homogenous and neutral space in which things could be placed so as to
display at the same time the continuous order of their identities
or differences as well as the semantic field of their denomination.
Within this simple space in which things are normally arranged
and given names, the aphasiac will create a multiplicity of tiny,
fragmented regions in which nameless resemblances agglutinate
things into unconnected islets; in one corner, they will place the
lightest-coloured skeins, in another the red ones, somewhere
else those that are softest in texture, in yet another place the longest, or those that have a tinge of purple or those that have been
wound up into a ball. But no sooner have they been adumbrated
than all these grouping dissolve again, for the field of identity that
sustains them, however limited it may be, is still too wide not to
be unstable; and so the sick mind continues to infinity, creating
groups then dispersing them again, heaping up diverse similarities, destroying those that seem clearest, splitting up things that
are identical, superimposing different criteria, frenziedly beginning all over again, becoming more and more disturbed, and teetering finally on the brink of anxiety.”
Michel Foucault, The Order of Things pg. xviii

KIBO: Knowledge In, Bullshit Out

You are doing well on Twitter, you
are keeping up with your Tweets but
could still do better.

help i’m a really earnest person
12:38 AM Jan 15th via web

“I think part of what is shocking about Lozano’s withdrawal is the rigor
with which she rejected two intimately connected systems: patriarchy
and capitalism. By refusing to speak to women she exposed the systemic and ruthless division of the world into the categories of men and
women. By refusing to speak to women she acknowledged the impossibility of a life lived outside of the societal confines and projections of
gender. By refusing to speak to women as an artwork she also refused
the demand of capitalism for the constant production of private property. That she elided the fetishized art object and women was perhaps
no mistake, as both share a similar fate.” - Helen Molesworth, “Tune in,
Turn On, Drop Out: The Rejection of Lee Lozano” Art Journal, Vol. 61,
No. 4, (Winter, 2002), pp. 65-71

